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Abstract Molecular ions in the magnetosphere can be a tracer of fast ion outflows from the deep
ionosphere. Statistical properties of molecular ions (O2

+/NO+/N2
+) in the ring current are investigated

based on ion composition measurements (<180 keV/q) by medium‐energy particle experiments‐electron
analyzer and low‐energy particle experiments‐ion mass analyzer instruments on board the Arase
(Exploration of energization and Radiation in Geospace, ERG) satellite. The investigated period from late
March to December 2017 includes 11 geomagnetic storms with the minimum Dst index less than −40 nT.
The molecular ions are observed in the region of L = 2.5–6.6 and clearly identified at energies above
~12 keV during most magnetic storms. During quiet times, molecular ions are not observed. The average
energy density ratio of the molecular ions to O+ is ~3%. The ratio tends to increase with the size of
magnetic storms. Existence of molecular ions even during small magnetic storms suggests that the fast
ion outflow from the deep ionosphere occurs frequently during geomagnetically active periods.

Plain Language Summary Molecular ions usually exist only in the low‐altitude (< 300 km)
deep ionosphere and cannot escape to space without a fast ion outflow to overcome a rapid loss due to
dissociative recombination. Thus, molecular ion escape from the terrestrial atmosphere to space can be used
as a tracer of effective ion loss from the deep ionosphere. Here we report new observations by Arase
satellite that enables definitive identification of molecular ions by frequent time‐of‐flight mode observations.
The statistical analysis shows that molecular ions exist in near‐Earth space during most magnetic storms,
while they are not detected during geomagnetically quiet periods. The existence of molecular ions even
during small magnetic storms suggests that the magnetic storm is an effective driver of the ion loss from the
deep terrestrial ionosphere.

1. Introduction

There have been reports on molecular ion observations in the magnetosphere (e.g., Christon et al., 1994;
Craven et al., 1985; Klecker et al., 1986; Lennartsson et al., 2000) and in the high‐altitude ionosphere (e.g.,
Peterson et al., 1994; Wilson & Craven, 1999; Yau et al., 1993) under extreme geomagnetic conditions such
as during large magnetic storms. Klecker et al. (1986) discovered energetic (>80 keV/q) molecular ions
(NO +/O2

+) in the storm‐time ring current by AMPTE/IRM and showed that the molecular ion flux with
160 keV/q at L = 7–9 is a few percent of O+. They also pointed out that the molecular ions are below the
detection limit during quiet (Kp < 3) periods. Christon et al. (1994) reported high‐energy molecular ions
(N2

+/NO+/O2
+) in the plasma sheet in the distant magnetotail at XGSM = −146 RE at energies above

80 keV/e also during an extremely active period of Kp = 7−. There is also a report of possible molecular
ion detection at the lunar orbit by THEMIS (Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during
Substorms) (Poppe et al., 2016). However, since the instrument has no mass discrimination, it is likely that
the ion beam mainly consists of O+ rather than molecular ions (private communication).

The existence of molecular ions in the magnetosphere is not explicable with the ordinary ion outflow
mechanisms from the terrestrial ionosphere (e.g., André & Yau, 1997; and references therein). While the
ion upflows usually start at the altitude above 400 km (Foster et al., 1998; Ogawa et al., 2008), the empirical
model of the terrestrial ionosphere indicates that molecular ions exist only in the low‐altitude ionosphere
below 300 km altitude (e.g., Bilitza & Reinisch, 2008). In order for the molecular ions to outflow to the
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magnetosphere, they need to acquire the escape energy within a short time scale compared with the local
dissociative recombination lifetime of the molecular ions. The time scale is a few minutes around 300 km
altitude. Thus, the molecular ions can be a tracer of the fast ion outflow from the low‐altitude deep iono-
sphere (< 300‐km altitude).

Peterson et al. (1994) reported low‐energy (> 15 eV) molecular ions (O2
+/NO+/N2

+) in polar regions at
altitudes of 5,000–10,000 km observed by Akebono during three geomagnetically active periods (one event
with Kp~9− and two events with Kp~3+). They assessed possible candidate mechanisms to cause the fast
molecular ion outflow and concluded that neither Joule heating, ion resonance heating, nor large‐scale
field‐aligned current instabilities are strong enough to achieve the molecular ion outflows. They also
suggested that a remaining candidate may be localized acceleration and/or heating due to intense high‐
frequency lower‐hybrid plasma waves. In addition to their argument, there is a possibility of localized con-
vection enhancement such as subauroral ion drifts (Anderson et al., 1991) and subauroral polarization
streams (Foster & Vo, 2002), and the resultant Joule heating during the magnetic storms can cause the
localized molecular ion outflows (Wilson & Craven, 1999; Zettergren et al., 2011).

As described above, reports on molecular ion observations in the ring current are limited to some event stu-
dies (e.g., Klecker et al., 1986) and their statistical properties are far from understood. In this study, we report
on the statistical properties of the molecular ions observed by the Arase (ERG: Exploration of energization
and Radiation in Geospace) satellite utilizing abundant time‐of‐flight (TOF) mode observations enabling us
a definitive identification of molecular ions. In section 2, the data set used and identification method of
molecular ions are explained. We then show the statistical properties of molecular ions in section 3, which
is followed by discussions in section 4 and conclusion in section 5.

2. Data Analysis and Identification Methods of Molecular Ions
2.1. Data Set

The Arase (ERG) satellite was launched in December 2016 and started its science operation from late March
in 2017 aiming at understanding of dynamic variation in geospace with a focus of acceleration and loss
mechanisms of the relativistic electrons in the radiation belts (Miyoshi et al., 2018). The apogee, perigee,
and inclination of Arase are ~32,000, ~400 km, and 31°, respectively. In this study, we use data from four
instruments on board Arase: Medium‐energy particle experiments‐electron analyzer (MEPe, Kasahara
et al., 2018) and ion mass analyzer (MEPi, Yokota et al., 2017), low‐energy particle experiments‐ion mass
analyzer (LEPi, Asamura et al., 2018), and extremely high energy electron experiment (XEP, Higashio
et al., 2018). The energy range of LEPi, MEPe, and XEP instruments are 0.01–25 keV/q, 7–87 keV, and
0.4–20 MeV, respectively. The spin period of the Arase satellite is ~8 s. Since the TOF mode observations
of LEPi are less frequent than those of MEPi, we mainly use the MEPi data for this statistical study of mole-
cular ions. LEPi data are used to check the consistency of molecular ion identification at low energies, when
the TOF data are available. McIlwain's L parameter with International Geomagnetic Reference Field: the
11th generation is used to infer the distance where the local magnetic flux tube at the Arase satellite crosses
the equatorial plane.

In order to conduct a statistical survey, we use the Arase data from 26 March to 31 December 2017, which
corresponds to the declining phase of the Solar Cycle 24. Note that LEPi started the regular operation since
April 2017. Since there was an operation of the high voltage change of MEPi in early 2018 and the absolute
data calibration for data after the operation is still ongoing, we decided to use the data only in 2017 for this
study. For definitive identification of molecular ions, we used TOF data fromMEPi and LEPi instruments, in
which we can examine the count distribution of each ion species. The TOF data usually have time resolution
of 16 s. It should be noted that both MEPi and LEPi do not have enough mass resolution to distinguish
between O+ and N+ as well as between O2

+, NO+, and N2
+. In the labels of some figures and the related text,

we use O+ (O2
+, NO+) to represent the N+/O+ group (O2

+/NO+/N2
+ group). However, it does not exclude

contribution of N2
+ to molecular ions, since N2

+ are sometimes comparable to NO+ in the source iono-
spheric upflows (Yau et al., 1993).

The ion count data from MEPi are accumulated over 30 min in this study, in order to conduct O+ contam-
ination (noise) reduction described in section 2.2. The MEPi TOF data at each time interval consist of 4
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azimuthal angles, 15 energy channels, and 512 TOF bins. Before 23 April 2017, the MEPi energy range used
for the molecular ion identification was 8 to 110 keV/q, and it was raised from 10 to 185 keV/q after the date.
The ring current (MEPe) and radiation belt (XEP) electron data are used to be compared with ring
current ions and the noise level derived from the MEPi data, respectively.

2.2. Identification of Molecular Ions

In this subsection, we explain the data analysis method to remove false detection of molecular ions and
derive precise energy density ratio of molecular ions against O+ by subtracting the O+ contamination to
the molecular ion TOF bins. Figure 1 shows an example event of molecular ion observations during a weak
magnetic stormwith the minimumDst of−44 nT. Before the start of the main phase (time interval shown by
the left‐hand magenta box in Figure 1), Arase observed the H+ dominant ring current and well‐developed
electron radiation belts. During this period, both MEPi and LEPi instruments detected significant counts
in the molecular ion TOF range. The counts become larger with decreasing energy as shown in Figure 1.
On the other hand, during the main and recovery phases, molecular ion counts are also detected (sixth panel
from the top), but they are more structured in energy and similar to that of O+ (fifth panel). These data indi-
cate that simple identification of molecular ions with determined TOF bins can include false counts due to
contamination from O+ and/or noise due to high‐energy electrons.

Therefore, we here introduce a fitting method to eliminate the noise counts from molecular ion count data.
In order to eliminate noise counts both from O+ and high‐energy electrons we use linear combination of a
Gaussian and a baseline as the fitting function:

f xð Þ ¼ A0e
−1

2
x−A1
A2

� �2

þ A3 þ A4x

After checking many TOF distributions in both quiet and disturbed periods, we adopted this fitting function,
which can be adjusted to various cases of background counts. Figure 2 shows two examples of the applica-
tion of the fitting. Figures 2a and 2b correspond to the two intervals (before the main phase and around the
storm peak: minimum Dst) shown by magenta boxes in Figure 1.

First, we fit the above function to the count data in the TOF range shown with magenta symbols in each
panel. Note that the TOF bins used for the fitting (magenta symbols) start from the minimum TOF bin
assigned for O+ ions (yellow shade) and exclude the TOF range for molecular ions (gray shade), but includ-
ing the same number of bins as the molecular ion range above it. In order to assure the quality of the fitting,
we applied the fitting only to the data with original O+ counts ≥200 and molecular ion counts ≥10 at each
energy channel. The resultant fitting function shown by a red curve is utilized to calculate the noise counts at
each TOF bin. Then the noise counts are subtracted from the original data, and we get the molecular ion
counts in the TOF range assigned for them shown by blue symbols in Figure 2. The procedure is conducted
for data at each energy channel. Then the corrected counts are used for moment calculations of molecular
ions. The energy density threshold with this identification method depends on the characteristic energy of
molecular ions and the noise level due to the relativistic electrons. The resultant molecular ion energy
density ranges mostly above 10−3 (keV/cm3).

As shown in Figure 2, the corrected counts (blue symbols) before the storm main phase (Figure 2a) are less
than the noise level (red curve) in the molecular ion range (gray shade). It indicates that the observed counts
in the molecular ion range in this time interval are mainly the noise counts. On the other hand, during the
main phase (Figure 2b), the corrected counts have a significant peak in the molecular ion TOF range and the
peak is well above the noise level. Thus, we can conclude that the molecular ions are definitively detected
during the period. For definitive identification of molecular ions, we calculate the ratio of the peak corrected
counts against the noise level at each energy as shown in the fourth panel from the bottom in Figure 1, and
we regarded that the data with the peak noise ratio above 2 as a clear observation of the molecular ions.
During the interval shown in Figure 1, the result indicates that molecular ions are observed during the main
and recovery phases of the weak storm but not before the storm main phase.

We then calculate the energy density ratio between molecular ions (O2
+/NO+/N2

+) and O+ using data that
satisfy the above identification criteria. As shown in the third panel from the bottom in Figure 1, the energy
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Figure 1. Summary plots to show Arase (ERG) observations on 4 April 2017, which includes geomagnetic disturbance
with minimum Dst of −44 nT. The top six panels of the figure show Dst and AE indices, omnidirectional energy‐time
spectrograms of electrons, H+, O+, and molecular ions, respectively. The black bars below the six panels indicate time
intervals when the MEPi instrument on board Arase was operated in the TOF (time‐of‐flight) mode. Below the bars,
molecular ion counts averaged over 30 min with O+ contamination (noise) reduction described in the text, ratio of
molecular ion counts against the noise counts at each energy, and energy density ratio of molecular ions to O+ are
shown. The bottom two panels show energy‐time spectrograms for the 30‐min averaged counts of molecular ions for
low‐ energy ions from LEPi and relativistic electron counts from XEP, respectively. Magenta boxes correspond to the
time intervals used to plot the TOF data shown in Figure 2. MEPi = Medium‐energy particle experiments‐ion mass
analyzer; LEPi = low‐energy particle experiments‐ion mass analyzer; XEP = extremely high energy electron experiment;
MEPe = medium‐energy particle experiments‐electron analyzer.
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density ratio of molecular ions (represented by O2
+, NO+) to O+ is in the order of 1% during this time

interval. We also verified that the energy range of molecular ions is consistent with that of LEPi
observations. We applied these methods to investigate statistical properties of molecular ions in the ring
current for the time period from 26 March to 31 December 2017.

3. Statistical Properties of Molecular Ions in the Ring Current

During the time period from late March to December 2017 used in this statistical study of molecular ions in
the ring current, there occurred 11 geomagnetic storms with a minimum Dst index less than −40 nT as
shown in the top panel of Figure 3. Coinciding with the storms, the Arase satellite observed development
of both electron and ion ring currents at L = 5 as shown in the fourth to ninth panels in Figure 3.
Comparison between H+ and O+ ions show that energy of the ring current ions tends to be higher for
H + than O+. Relativistic electrons in the outer radiation belt at L = 5 also shows variation coinciding with
the geomagnetic variations (third panel from the top). When the relativistic electron flux is high, we see
some noise counts in the raw O2

+/NO+ data (second panel from the bottom). As shown in the third panel
from the bottom of Figure 3, the noise is eliminated after the noise reduction explained in section 2.2 in
the corrected O2

+/NO+ data.

The time intervals when molecular ions are clearly identified can be seen in the bottom panel of Figure 3,
which shows the energy density ratio of O2

+/NO+ to O+. In the panel, green color indicates molecular
ion observations at all L values, while black shows observations at L = 5. As shown, the molecular ions
are observed during most of the geomagnetic storms as well as some geomagnetic disturbances with
Dst ~ −30 nT. The molecular ions are clearly identified at energies above ~14 keV and the O2

+/NO+ to
O + energy density ratio ranges from 0.1% to 10%. It should be noted that we did not observe the molecular
ions during the geomagnetic disturbance in December 2017. It is partially because of degradation in
the MEPi sensitivity over time. We observed some weak peaks of molecular ion counts in TOF data on
5 December 2017 during amagnetic storm, but they were below the identification threshold of themolecular
ions used in this study (not shown).

As shown in Figure 4a, molecular ions are observed over a wide range of the local times from dawn to dusk.
They are observed mainly in the region of L = 3.5–6.6 (Figure 4b). Their detection probability becomes
higher for larger magnetic storms (Figure 4c) as well as during substorms (Figure 4d). The energy density

Figure 2. Examples of O+ contamination reduction frommolecular ions (O2
+/NO+/N2

+) with a fittingmethod described
in the text. Raw TOF (time‐of‐flight) count data obtained by MEPi instrument for the energy bin of ~45 keV are shown
in black lines as a function of TOF bins for two 30‐min intervals shown by magenta boxes in Figure 1: (a) initial phase
and (b) around Dst minimum of the small geomagnetic storm. Each peak of the TOF data is labeled with corresponding
ion species. The red lines and magenta symbols show the fitting function for O+ counts and the TOF range used for the
fitting, respectively. Blue symbols with line indicate molecular ion counts after subtraction of O+ contamination using the
fitting function. The yellow and gray shaded areas correspond to the TOF ranges used for moment calculations of O+

and molecular ions, respectively. MEPi = medium‐energy particle experiments‐ion mass analyzer.
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ratio of O2
+, NO+ to O+ also tends to be higher for larger storms. As for the energy density of molecular ions,

there are four geomagnetically disturbed periods in which the O2
+, NO+ energy density exceeds 1 keV/cm−3.

The peak energy density of each event is observed on 28 May, 16 July, 17 August, and 8 September 2017,
respectively. The maximum O+ (O2

+/NO+) energy densities observed around minimum Dst during the
four events are 172 (5.3), 133 (3.2), 34 (1.7), and 220 (3.5), respectively. Among the four high‐energy
density events, energy density of O+ ions are at a high level on 28 May, 16 July, and 8 September 2017,
while during 17 August event, only molecular ions are at high‐energy density level compared to other
events. Note that exceptionally high O2

+, NO+ to O+ energy density ratio of 0.13 was observed in the 28
May event, when the Arase satellite was located at high L~6.6 where the O+ energy density is lower than
the main part of the ring current (L~3.7).

We investigated dependences on various solar wind parameters such as the solar wind dynamic pressure,
density, velocity, convection electric field, and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) orientation and strength.
The molecular ions in the ring current tend to be observed during the high dynamic pressure periods. The
dependence is mostly resultant from the solar wind velocity. While there is no clear dependence of molecu-
lar ion detection probability on the solar wind density (Figure 4e), the dependence on the solar wind velocity
(Figure 4f) stands out the most among the solar wind parameters. The dependence on the solar wind velocity
is clearer than that on the dynamic pressure.

4. Discussions

As introduced in section 1, previous studies of the molecular ion observations in the Earth's ring current are
limited to a few event studies. Most of the molecular ion observations in the magnetosphere or high‐altitude
ionosphere (e.g., Christon et al., 1994; Klecker et al., 1986; Peterson et al., 1994; Yau et al., 1993) were made

Figure 3. Summary plots of molecular ion observations in the ring current for the interval from 26 March to 31 December
2017. The top four panels show the Dst (with horizontal magenta line showing ‐40 nT) and AE indices, omnidirectional
energy‐time spectrograms for relativistic electrons observed at L = 5 by XEP, and middle‐energy electrons from MEPe,
respectively. The black bars below these panels indicate time intervals when MEPi was operated in the TOF mode. The
color bars at the top, below the TOF bars, and at the bottom of the figure display time intervals when Dst ranges between
−30 and −40 nT (orange) and below −40 nT (magenta). Below the middle color bars, omnidirectional energy‐time spec-
trograms observed by MEPi and LEPi for H+, O+, and molecular ions (represented by O2

+, NO+) are shown. The bottom
panel displays the energy density ratio of the O2

+/NO+ to O+ for the time periods when molecular ion counts are clearly
detected, with green symbols for all L values and black for L = 5. MEPi = Medium‐energy particle experiments‐ion mass
analyzer; LEPi = low‐energy particle experiments‐ion mass analyzer; XEP = extremely high energy electron experiment;
MEPe = medium‐energy particle experiments‐electron analyzer.
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution and statistical dependences on geomagnetic indices and solar wind parameters of molecular
ions in the ring current. (a) Black lines show the Arase orbital coverage on the magnetic equatorial plane with MEPi
TOF observations, where radial distance from the center indicates the McIlwain's L parameter (magenta labels) and
angle displays the MLT (magnetic local time, black labels). Distribution of color points shows the location of the clear
molecular ion identification, and the color code corresponds to molecular (O2

+, NO+) to O+ energy density ratio.
(b–f) Histograms of all Arase data used (light blue bars) and molecular ion detection (orange bars) against the (b)
L parameter, (c) Dst index, (d) absolute value of AE index, (e) solar wind density, and (f) solar wind velocity are shown,
respectively, together with the occurrence frequency of molecular ion detection at each parameter range (black circles and
lines).MEPi = Medium‐energy particle experiments‐ion mass analyzer; TOF = time of flight.
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under active geomagnetic conditions (Kp > 3+). When we check the Kp index during the present observa-
tions for comparison, molecular ions are detected even during moderate geomagnetic conditions as low as
Kp= 2−. The average observational probability of themolecular ions in the ring current is about 2.4% includ-
ing quiet periods, and the probability is higher than that at high‐latitude regions (<1%) reported by
Lennartsson et al. (2000). The probability increases drastically with increasing geomagnetic activities
(Figures 4c and 4d). These results indicate that the existence of molecular ions in the ring current is a com-
mon phenomenon during geomagnetically disturbed periods and that extreme geomagnetic conditions are
not necessary. The average molecular (O2

+/NO+/N2
+) to O+ ion energy density ratio is about 1.4 % for the

surveyed period from 26 March to 31 December 2017. As shown in Figure 3, it can exceed 5% during large
magnetic storms. The ratio is in the same order of the ion flux ratio of a few percent at 160 keV/q reported
by Klecker et al. (1986).

During the period, there are four magnetic storms in which the high‐energy density of molecular ions is pro-
nounced. Among the four events, three of them correspond to CME‐driven magnetic storms. During the
CME (coronal mass ejection)‐driven events, the O+ energy density is also increased more than usual. It
might be related to the stronger upflow flux in the ionosphere during CME‐driven storms than those in
CIR (corotating interaction region)‐driven storms observed by European Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) radar
(Ogawa et al., 2019). However, the molecular ion event on 17 August is detected during a CIR‐driven mag-
netic disturbance and the geomagnetic conditionsmeasured with Dst aremoremoderate (Dst ~−20 nT) than
during the other three events. During this CIR event, O+ energy density did not increase significantly.
Together with the observed correlation between molecular ions detection probability and the solar wind
velocity as well as the AL index, it is suggested that the cause of relatively high molecular ion energy density
results from multiple conditions.

5. Summary and Conclusion

Utilizing frequent TOF‐mode observations by Arase/MEPi, we investigated statistical properties of molecu-
lar ions (O2

+/NO+/N2
+) in the ring current of the Earth's magnetosphere during the period from 26 March

to 31 December 2017. Results show as follows.

1. Themolecular ions are observed in associationwith geomagnetic disturbances withDst <−30 nT. During
quiet times, molecular ions are not observed. The tendency is consistent with previous observations.

2. The molecular ions are observed mainly in the region of L = 3.5–6.6 and clearly identified at energies
above ~14 keV with molecular to O+ ion energy density ratio of the order of 1%.

3. Detection probability of molecular ions in the ring current becomes higher with increasing size of
geomagnetic storms (minimum Dst index).

4. Their detection probability also tends to be higher during substorms as well as during high‐speed solar
wind period.

The observations reveal that existence of molecular ions in the ring current is a frequent phenomenon dur-
ing geomagnetically moderate and active periods. The fact might indicate that the rapid transport/heating in
the low‐altitude ionosphere to cause molecular ion outflows is rather common during moderate geomag-
netic disturbances. The observation probability of the molecular ions in the ring current is comparable or
higher than that in the high‐altitude auroral regions, suggesting the importance of the subauroral zone. In
order to understand the outflow mechanism, simultaneous observations of ion upflows in the low‐altitude
ionosphere by EISCAT radars will be useful.
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